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Target Audience:  Skeletal muscle physiologists 

Purpose: Skeletal muscle exists in an energetic thermodynamic equilibrium determined by the magnitude of the mitochondrial redox, proton 
motive force, and ΔGATP potentials1.  Alteration in these potentials either by changes in substrate oxidation, enzyme activation, or exercise initiation 
leads to a new thermodynamic steady state.  Pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) is a mitochondrial enzyme that is activated during exercise to increase 
pyruvate flux producing acetyl-CoA and NADH to support the redox potential and oxidative phosphorylation2. The purpose of this study was to 
evaluate the effect of pharmacological activation of PDH with dichloroacetate (DCA) on steady state phosphorus energetics in vivo at rest and 
during muscle stimulation with 31P nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. 

Methods: PDH Activity Assay- PDH activation in control (n=5) and DCA (n=4, 150mg/kg IV) treatment groups was determined at rest in Wistar rat 
gastrocnemius muscle via a radioisotopic [2-C14] pyruvate tracer assay3.                                                                                                                                                    
31P NMR- Using a paired design, the effect of PDH activation with DCA on resting steady state energetics was determined by acquiring high 
resolution 31P NMR spectrum (TR=3s, 2400scans) of rat gastrocnemius in control and DCA treatment conditions at 9.4T (n=6).  For exercise 
phosphorus steady state (n=11) leg muscles were stimulated via the sciatic nerve4.  Acquisition of 36 31P spectra (TR=3s, 8 scans) were then 
acquired during stimulation corresponding to 6 resting, 12 stimulation, and 18 recovery.  Four stimulation intensities were performed (0.35, 0.5, 
0.75, 1.0, 2.0Hz) per animal in the control condition and repeated after DCA treatment. Spectral FIDs were multiplied to an exponential 
corresponding to 30Hz line broadening before analysis with JMRUI ver. 3.0 and AMARES line fitting algorithm.  Spectral peak areas were corrected 
for partial saturation and normalized to total phosphorus peak area of each spectrum.  Initial rate of phosphocreatine (PCr) hydrolysis and time 
constant (τ) of PCr recovery were calculated to estimate JATPase (resting ATPase rate and myosin/SERCA ATPases) and capacity for ATP synthesis.  
Absolute quantification of phosphorus metabolites and ΔGATP were calculated as shown previously5.                                                                                                

Results: DCA treatment significantly elevated PDH activity from rest (90±12% vs 23±3% p<0.01).  DCA treatment at rest also significantly reduced 
intracellular inorganic phosphate (Pi) (1.4±.2 vs 1.7±.1mM p<0.05) and significantly increased ΔGATP (-66.2±0.3 vs -65.6±0.2 p<0.05) compared to 
control.  DCA treatment during stimulation below the aerobic capacity of 1.0Hz (0.35, 0.5, and 0.75Hz) also resulted in significantly elevated steady 
state phosphocreatine and ΔGATP levels without changes in cytosolic JATPase or τ.  DCA treatment had no effect on steady state energetics at (1.0Hz) 
or above (2.0Hz) the aerobic threshold. 

Discussion: PDH activation at rest and during stimulation below the aerobic threshold resulted in a significant increase in steady state ΔGATP.  This 
effect occurred without alteration of JATPase or τ and is attributed to an increase in mitochondrial redox potential due to an increase in pyruvate flux 
through PDH and subsequent NADH production.  The elevation in redox potential can then drive the thermodynamic equilibrium to a new set point 
resulting in an elevation in the ΔGATP potential which results in a shift of ΔGATP values for a given JATPase compared to control.  This effect was lost at 
(1.0Hz) or above (2.0Hz) the aerobic threshold as the capacity for ATP synthesis becomes limiting.   

Conclusion: These data indicate PDH as an important site of regulation for skeletal muscle energetics.  Diseases which specifically affect the 
activation status of PDH, such as diabetes, may have energetic deficits however this has yet to be evaluated in this context. 
References: 1. Meyer, Am. J. Physiol-Cell Physiol. 254, C548–C553 (1988).2. Peters, Biochem. Soc. Trans. pt.6, 1274-80,  (2003).         3. Sterk et al, Anal. Biochem. 313, 
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Figure 1. Steady state PCr expressed as percent of initial resting values.  
Values obtained from the average of the first six resting spectra and 
last six spectra obtained during stimulation. 

Figure 2. Resting ΔGATP values calculated from high resolution 
spectra.  This relationship with DCA treatment is dependent on a 
significant shift in steady state ΔGATP at intensities below 1.0Hz as 
JATPase was found to be similar at all intensities tested. 
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